
 Arturia 3 You’ll Actually 
use plugins   from €199 
Two packs of  emulations touching on some the most sought-
after equipment on the planet. Stuart Bruce digs in  

CoNTACT WHo:  Arturia  WeB:  www.arturia.com  KeY FeATUReS  Using Arturia’s proprietary TAE technology these are very accurate emulations 
of some classic synth fi lters and mic pre/EQ combinations with excellent MIDI implementation and, with the fi lters, inbuilt sequencing capabilities.  PRiCiNg: 3 
Filters You’ll Actually Use: 199 euros; 3 Preamps You’ll Actually Use: 299 euros
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A
rturia have a 
well-earned rep 
for making 
incredibly 
accurate 
emulations of 
classic analogue 

and digital synths using their TAE 
(True Analogue Emulation) 
technology. With their 3 Filters You’ll 
Actually Use pack, they’ve taken 
already-proven filter sets from three of 
their V collection synths and turned 
them into plugins so you can use 
them on any sound. With 3 Preamps 

controls, here they are continuous 
and there is also the option to switch 
between two types of output 
transformer. Sonically it does what I’d 
expect. The beautiful curve of the HF 
is reproduced with all its clarity and 
the mid and low bands can add 
plenty of bite and warmth depending 
on where you set them. Pushing the 
pre gain can add subtle amounts of 
punch through to outright distortion.

The TridA-pre is a very different 
beast. I love Tridents of this era as I 
learnt on one and there is a familiarity 
to the sound of that EQ that takes me  
back to my younger years: the 
wonderful interaction between the 
mid and high and that extra bit of 
presence you get when you push the 
gain to the edge of distortion. Think 
early Bowie and Queen. I love it.

The V76 is a very different beast, 
smooth and creamy with plenty of 
solid low warmth. Pushing this into 
distortion and then pulling it back a 

bit really warms up a thinner signal 
and adds some lovely harmonic 
texture. The EQ is less sophisticated 
than on the other two, more like tone 
controls (they are simple fixed 
frequency shelves) but they do have a 
certain quality to them and are 
particularly great if something just 
needs a bit of brightening.

Having regularly used all of these 
devices over the last 35 years I can 
honestly say that the character of 
each is very close to the originals. I 
found myself using them in series, 
pushing some warmth into a sound 
with the V76 and then adding 
presence with the TridA, or fattening 
up drums with a touch of overload 
and the second transformer on the 
Neve. I have to agree with Arturia, I 
will actually use them all.

With the filters we have the tonal 
heart of three classic synths from the 
V collection range, the Minimoog 
(Arturia developed their original 

You’ll Actually Use, they’ve used that 
technology to emulate three classic 
mic pres and their associated EQs.

The 3 Preamps package is based 
on the Neve 1073, the Trident A 
range and the Telefunken V76. Each 
has common controls for phase, 
stereo link, stereo or mid and side 
operation, input and output, and then 
there are individual elements 
exclusive to each. Let’s start with the 
V73, the classic Rupert Neve 
transistor design with a few little 
extras. Where the original had 
stepped gain and frequency selection 

THE PROS & CONS

+
While the three 
preamps are very 
accurate emulations 
of the originals, the 
addition of the EQs 
makes these a real 
must-have

The unique tonal 
qualities of each of 
the three filters gives 
you enormous extra 
control over your 
sound palette, and 
plenty of inspiration 
to create new 
textures within  
your music

Major new tools for 
music-for-picture 
composers

-
You’ll have to spend 
time learning how to 
get the best out of 
the filters as there 
are so many 
possibilities. 
Whether that’s a pro 
or con is up to you!

ARTuRiA ANd Midi CONTROl

Arturia have come up with a very simple and elegant way 
to MIDI-control their plugs from a controller, and the 
filters are no exception. You simply click on the MIDI 
icon on the far right of the toolbar and then all 
assignable controls are coloured purple. Then it is a 
simple matter of clicking on the required knob or button, 
and either moving a knob or clicking a switch on your 
controller, and it’s assigned. For continuous controls, 
there are an extra set of parameters you can adjust 
which come in the form of a minimum/maximum slider. 
Leave them at 0% and 100% if you want to adjust 
them over their full range or set a defined range. This is 
an excellent way of building up highly-controllable 
patches, particularly helpful in live performance where 
you want to minimise any margin for error. Once 
assigned knobs and switches are coloured red and 

everything’s assigned  
you can save this 
configuration. If you have 
multiple controllers you 
can save a config for each 
(or different configs for 
each) allowing you to 
switch easily between 
different configurations of 
your setup.
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emulation in collaboration with Bob 
Moog), the Oberheim SEM and the 
Oberheim Matrix 12 with some very 
clever control additions. Each one 
sounds unbelievably close to the 
original hardware unit.

The Mini-Filter has the classic 
Minimoog filter with the addition of 
the drive control which adds warmth 
at lower settings and distortion at the 
top of its range. The multi waveform 
LFO has controls for rate and phase 
and can affect the filter frequency, 
emphasis (resonance) and the step 
sequencer cutoff. The envelope 
follower has simple attack and decay, 
and sensitivity to allow dynamics, and 
it can control cutoff, emphasis and 
LFO rate, and the 1 to 8 step 
sequencer will affect the same 
parameters. The result is an 
incredibly powerful device, capable of 
very subtle tonal manipulations to 
absolute audio obliteration, all with 
that classic Moog sound. I particularly 
loved it on electric guitar.

The M-12 is another beast 
altogether. There are two filters and 
each can be any one of 15 different 
filter types. Each filter has controls for 
Cutoff, Resonance, Pan and Level 
and there is a master section with a 
Dry/Wet control plus master Cutoff 
and filter output level. There are four 
modes, so you can have a single filter, 
both filters in series or in parallel. 
There are three envelope generators 
which can be configured with synced 
step-time control, continuous or 

soft clip function that allows for an 
injection of extra warmth right 
through to full-on distortion. The filter 
mode sweeps continuously from 
low-pass through band-pass to 
high-pass, giving you multiple options 
for brilliant drop effects and build 
ups. Like the Mini-Filter you get an 
LFO and an envelope generator but 
the step sequencer has up to 16 
steps and there is a comprehensive 
modulation matrix for a very detailed 
level of control. This is a brute with a 
big sound and plenty of character.

These filters are astonishing; 
they’ll give you tone-altering 
possibilities you’ve only dreamed of. I 
see endless hours of fun stretching 
out before me; I thoroughly 
recommend you join me. 

FM VERDICT

9.2
Both collections sound 
near-identical to their 
inspirations, and bring 
a wealth of warmth and 
character. Recommended!

one-shot, and in conjunction with the 
incredibly flexible routing matrix, it is 
possible to build some ridiculously 
complex rhythmic patterns. Fantastic 
for anything from spicing up dull pads 
to sending pretty much any sound 
into outer space…

Where the M-12 is the subtle side 
of Oberheim, the SEM is the upfront 
elder brother. Here you have the 
addition of a noise generator and a 

SEquENCiNg THE FilTERS

Each filter has a different method for modulating, 
sequencing and re-triggering. The M-12 has three 
envelope generators, each a mix of envelope, 16-point 
step sequencer and LFO, and can be looped or triggered/
re-triggered by incoming audio. The SEM has a 16-step 
gate sequencer with separate channels for Envelope and 
LFO, ie, you can define when the envelope triggers, 
independently of re-setting the LFO phase. You then 
assign envelope and LFO to parameters and get anything 
from a simple note on envelope and LFO trigger to a 
complex step sequence. The Mini-Filter has the simplest 
sequencing option with an eight-step sequencer. Each 
step is either off (at 0) or continuously variable in the 
positive or negative and then there are continuous 
controllers for Filter Cutoff, Emphasis and LFO rate.

THE AlTERNATiVES

Waves Console 
emulations  
From $199
Excellent-sounding 
plugs which, like the 
3 Filters, emulate 
the mic pre and EQ 
of some classic 
consoles, the Helios, 
the transistor EMI 
TG12345 and the 
Neve 1073
www.waves.com

uAd Moog 
Multimode Filter 
£189
A powerful emulation 
of several Moog 
filters in one, with a 
great step sequencer. 
Covers a wide range 
of moog filters and 
has dual LFOs; plus, 
the step sequencer 
has separate 
channels for Filter 
Cutoff, Resonance, 
Drive and Volume
www.uaudio.com

Slate digital 
Virtual Preamp 
collection $149
Like the original 
Neve 1073 and the 
Telefunken V76,  
these emulations are 
big and warm and 
they both go “hot” in 
a very satisfying way
www.slatedigital.com

Moog FilTeR: This already 
sounds as fat as the original 
but the drive control takes it to 
another level

M-12 FilTeR: Not just one but 
two filters that can be used in 
series or parallel. Combined with 
the amazing envelope generators, 
this is capable of some serious 
stereo mayhem

TRidA-PRe: This is truly the 
sound of the early ’70s. An 
excellent way to get that low end 
punch and crisp mids and highs 
into your music
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